
Cavalier of the South 

05/11/12, Atlanta, GA 

Judge: Rick Aldous (Aranel) 

 

Junior Puppy Dog (6) 

1. Mimric Concensus (Hodges/Perkins) Super blenheim of just 7 months. Lovely large round dark eyes, 

pigmentation and earset. Correct head and well filled foreface for age. Good construction with moderate neck 

and short level back. Carrying a heavily marked rich chestnut coat. Ideal topline and tail carriage giving a crisp 

pleasing outline. Moved true coming and going and equally as good in profile. Lots of quality about him. Best 

Puppy Dog 

2. Chadwick Snow Drift at Woodbury (Redniss) Lovely full and quite mature headed with soft large round 

dark eyes and nicely constructed. Moderate neck and bone and good substance. Well broken quality coat. He 

moved well with good tail carriage and a level topline. 3. Brookhaven Believe It Or Not (Ayers/Martz) Quality 

neat package, almost flat skull, good ears and pretty face with good pigment, teeth and correct muzzle. Decently 

made boy with moderate neck, bone and of a good color. Moved soundly also. 4. Brookhaven Smoke and 

Mirrors at Granlaurel (Painter) 6 month old tricolor. Full headed for age containing good eyes and pigment. A 

well marked nice body with substance, he moved smartly. 

Senior Puppy Dog (8) 

1. Denham Dream Boat (Maddox) 10 month ruby with a correct masculine head and round dark gentle eyes. 

Good bite, earset and fringes. Pleasing construction with ample neck, well angulated quarters and good topline. 

Attractive color and ample coat. Firm and sound moving giving a super outline and possessing ring presence. 2. 

Pinecrest White Lightening, JW (Eubank) 10 month blenheim of pleasant type. Head with no exaggeration 

containing large round dark eyes and black pigment. Tidy make with moderate neck and bone. Well broken 

markings and lovely outline. Moves well with ideal tail set and a happy disposition. 3. Oggbrae Don Giovanni 

(Bales) 9 month old with a nicely correct head and eyes, super construction and quite mature body with good 

chest and bone. Moved so well. 4. Bonitos Companeros Kaleo at Diorchavon (Bialek) Year old pretty headed 

blenheim with lovely eyes, head, bite and pigment. Decent make and shape with level short coupled back and 

tail, in good condition. 

Graduate Puppy Dog (7) 

1. Toraylac Bravado at Kean (Keane/Ackroyd-Gibson) 18 month blenheim with a very attractive head; broad 

and containing large round dark eyes, black pigmentation and clear markings giving a soft but masculine look. 

Well constructed with moderate neck, angled quarters and a short back. Very sound moving with level topline 

and tail carriage. Presented in super condition. 2. Jordanic Luigi (Gentil) Another typy headed blenheim with 

dark eyes, good bite and pigment. Broad and appealing face. Decent neck, shoulders and rear. Moves well 

holding his head up. Carrying a well marked coat on a level back. 3. Jayba Southern Voices at Autumnhill 

(Parente/Hayes) Handsome headed blenheim with big round eyes, good mouth and black pigment. Smart overall 

construction and well broken rich markings. Moderately boned. Short level back and correct tail. He moves 

accurately and fluent. 4. Almeara Kiss The Girls (Whitmire) Full headed with large round dark eyes and black 

pigment giving a gentle expression. Nice short coupled body with ample bone and good all round proportions. 

Positive action holding a level topline and of a good chestnut color. 

Novice Dog (1) 

1. Saintbrides Darane Come Sail Away (Kates) 7 month blenheim with pretty eyes, good pigment and teeth. 

Pleasant construction throughout. Very nicely marked coat and level back. Super temperament. 

Bred By Exhibitor Dog (2) 

1. Cameliabay Xacta Zackby (Emmons) Blenheim with a correct head and muzzle. Large round dark eyes and 

good bite. Super balance and construction with pleasing neck, shoulders and angulation. A well marked coat of 

great color. Ideal movement with a happy disposition. 2. Clamar Midnight In Dallas (Clark) Black and tan of 

17 months. Nicely headed with large round appealing eyes, good teeth, pigment and rich tan markings. 

Adequate in make and shape and as a result moves well with a level topline and tail. 

Junior American Bred Dog (2) 

1. Autumnhill Ring of Fire, JW (Parente) Ruby of super quality. Full head and muzzle with big round eyes, 

correct teeth, pigment and earset, topped with enough cushioning in foreface. Has a moderate neck into well laid 



shoulders, short coupled, level back and tail. Such an attractive balanced outline covered in good ruby color but 

just lacking coat today in the challenge. 2. Lynsfaire Above The Law (Fairchild) Pretty headed black and tan 

with nice large round dark eyes, good bite and rich tan. Decent construction and short coupled. Sound in 

movement with a tight front with correct tail carriage. 

American Bred Dog (6) 

1. Forestcreek Apollo (Walzer/Cline) Typy blenheim with a delightful head with lovely eyes, black pigment 

and correct teeth. His make and shape are good with moderate angles front and rear, short back and moderate 

neck. Moves so smartly with attitude, showing a great outline. Plenty of rich chestnut colored coat in great 

condition. 2. Harmony Afternoon Tea (Richmond) Another quality blenheim in fine fettle. Pleasant head 

containing dark round eyes, black pigment and a kind outlook. A moderate neck flows into a level short back 

and angled quarters. Super coat and moves out well with a lovely outline. 3. Excalibur The Heat Is On 

(Arthur) Correctly headed blenheim with good eyes and bite. Decent overall construction and fluent on the 

move. Moderate and straight boned, he is very well marked in body. 4. Jayba Gentlemans Quarterly (Crane) 

Blenheim with moderate head and muzzle with large round dark eyes and black pigment. Ample neck and smart 

make and shape. Stylish mover with good reach in both front and rear. Carries a good coat color and level 

topline. 

Special Limit Blenheim Dog (5) 

1. Clentview Busby Babe (O’Connor) Larger boy but of quality. Masculine headed with large round dark 

gentle eyes and excellent pigment. Super ears and placement, appealing construction with good angles and 

ample bone. Slightly longer cast but this allows reach in front and from behind. Put down in super condition 

with ample correctly textured coat. 2. Alberica Duke of Earl (Crommett) Attractive broad headed containing 

large round dark eyes with such appeal. Full muzzle, good teeth and pigment. Like his construction with ample 

substance and good angles. Richly colored jacked, he moves soundly with ideal topline and tail. 3. Brookhaven 

Jacob at Lynsfaire (Fairchild) Typy dog with a pleasant head and pretty expressive eyes, correct teeth, pigment 

and bone. Shapely short coupled body with plenty of neck and sound moving giving a balanced outline. 4. 

Tudorr All That Jazz (Bennett/Mixon) Richly colored with big round dark eyes and correct head. Decent 

construction and well marked body with level topline and tail OK. 

Special Limit Tricolor Dog (2) 

1. Veribas Point Break (Cusick) Beautiful headed typy dog with pleasing large round dark eyes, pigment and 

tan. Neck, shoulders and rear quarters are good. Compact body with substance and a decent topline. He moves 

well covered in a well marked coat in fine condition. Best Tricolor Dog 2. Lanmar Eclipse (Hubbard/Bucy) 

Different type to 1. Finer headed with more muzzle but masculine. Large round eyes and decent tan markings. 

Super construction from neck to tail. Lovely in motion, moving effortlessly. Lightly marked carrying an ideal 

topline and tail. 

Special Limit Ruby Dog (4) 

1. Turretbank Beaujolais (Green) Glamorous boy and nicely headed. Attractive large round dark eyes, good 

pigment and bite. Correct muzzle length and filling under the eyes. Super ear fringes which unfortunately he did 

not use to advantage. Pleasing make and shape with straight ample bone and substance. Firm and sound on the 

move. Short bodied carrying a profuse coat of good color in fabulous condition. Considered him in the 

challenge. Best Ruby in Show 2. Tanglewood Rebellion (Saban/Fairchild) Pretty headed with large round dark 

eyes, ideal pigment and teeth. Decently constructed with moderate neck and level back. Nice balanced shape 

and movement. Outgoing and attentive. 3. Harana Pianoman (Green) Perky boy with a correct head and lovely 

eyes, pigment, teeth and color all good. His construction is ok and as a result sound in movement and level 

backed. Just slightly longer than my ideal. 4. Closeburn Graham Macinnes (Trad) Richly colored and correct 

headed with large round eyes and black pigmentation. Carries good bone substance on acceptable construction. 

Another happy boy. 

Special Limit Black & Tan Dog (2) 

1. Darane Smooth Criminal at Nightingale (Mulligan) Lovely headed with a broad skull and tapering muzzle. 

Large round dark expressive eyes, black pigment and rich tan markings. Make and shape are ok with moderate 

neck, good bone and angles. Moves decent with an outgoing disposition. Best Black & Tan in Show 2. 

Brookhaven Bob Bailey (Schilling) Correct headed, dark round eyes and rich in tan. Attractive in profile 

standing and on the move. Angulated body and carries a good topline. Slightly longer than 1. 



Open Dog (3) 

1. Ch Pascavale Nathan (Cline) Excellent type headed blenheim, broad skull, full muzzle and very pleasing 

ultra soft large round dark eyes, black pigmentation and good bite, framed by perfect ear fringing. Ideally 

constructed with good angles, straight bone and short coupled body. Moves out well holding a level topline and 

correct tail set. Heavier marked jacket in tip top condition and tentatively handled so well. Just the right size, a 

beautiful dog. Winners Dog, Reserve Best in Show, Best of Opposite Sex in Show, Best Blenheim in Show 

2. Ch Bonitos Companeros Halli Galli (Eubank/Kirschbaum/Vorderstrasse/Morrison) Super blenheim with an 

attractive broad head containing pretty and expressive dark eyes, blackest pigment and correct mouth. Super ear 

set and fringes. Smart angled and neat construction with moderate neck, level back and tail. Striking rich 

markings and outline. He moves really well, parallel coming and going showing in sparkling condition. Reserve 

Winners Dog 

3. Ch Chantismere Chandos of Valentyne, JW (O’Brien) Masculine headed with large round kind eyes and 

black pigment, correct teeth and rich chestnut coloring. Equally as good in construction with ample neck, strong 

quarters and as a result, positive and sound in movement. A quality boy carrying a good topline and ideal tail 

set. 

Junior Puppy Bitch (12) 

1. Brookhaven In The Garden (Ayers/Martz) Quality 7 month blenheim with a pretty head, large round dark 

eyes, good mouth and ear set, feminine and soft in outlook. Ample neck slightly arched into a good body of 

substance containing nicely angled straight bone, short coupled and level back. Balanced in outline and moves 

soundly and confidently. 2. Pinecrest Soul Sister (Eubank) Another quality blenheim of just 6 months. Large 

round dark appealing eyes. Full but very pretty head, good bite and pigment. Ideal construction, moderate neck 

and short back. Moves really well with a level topline, tail carriage and well marked coat. Very promising. 3. 

Pinecrest Destiny’s Child (Eubank) Also 6 months very sweet blenheim similar to 2
nd

 place. Soft large round 

dark eyes, full head and feminine. Correct teeth, pigment and ears. Attractively made and shapely with moderate 

neck, level short coupled body and well marked coat. Balanced in outline and movement is good, capped with a 

lively attitude. Another promising baby. 4. Almeara Scrumpdillyicious (Whitmire) 6 month old typy tricolor. 

Appealing head, face and eyes, with good tan markings. Correct pigment and teeth. Decent construction with 

moderate neck, short back and level topline. A clean outline, she’s marked well and positive in movement. 

Senior Puppy Bitch (3) 

1. Pinecrest Moonshine (Eubank) 10 month blenheim. A beautiful girl with a broad head, good ear set and 

cushioned foreface containing lustrous dark eyes and a sweet expression. She has black pigmentation and a good 

bite. Ample neck flows into well laid shoulders, a short coupled level back and strong rear quarters. Good bone 

and straight legs, she gives a balanced and shapely outline. Everything fits neatly together and super on the 

move coming, going and in profile. Carrying a quality well marked coat and for one so young, she was a 

pleasure to watch. Best Puppy Bitch, Best Puppy in Show, Reserve Winners Bitch, Best Blenheim Bitch 

2. Oggbrae Donna Elvira (Bales) Nicely unexaggerated headed blenheim of 9 months with attractive round 

dark eyes. Well made body which is short and carrying a level topline and tail. Good angles and well marked 

coat, she is a super shape capped with a happy demeanor. 3. Tassajara Dawn Dunlap at Greentree 

(Chenevert) Lightly marked blenheim with a slightly underdone head but still young. Large round dark eyes and 

pretty face, flat skull and good pigment. Her make is ok and moves ok with a short level back. 

Graduate Puppy Bitch (6) 

1. Jayba Tres Jolie (Lander) Outstanding blenheim of 15 months. Mature head with correctly set ears and plush 

muzzle for age. Gorgeous large round dark eyes with a melting expression complete with black pigmentation 

and correct teeth. Super construction, she has moderate neck, good shoulders and turn of stifle. Straight boned 

and ample substance, so pleasing moving with a firm front and positive rear action. Carries a level topline and 

tail, in fine condition. Lovely type. Strongly considered in the challenge. 2. Forestcreek Princess Diana (Cline) 

Also an outstanding quality blenheim girl very close up to 1. Very pretty type with a full head and muzzle and 

beautiful large round dark eyes, great ear set and pigment, moderate neck, and pleasing angles front and rear. A 

short loin and ideal size gives a neat overall package. Attractive on the move with a level back and tail. Coated 

in a rich chestnut color and presented in super condition topped off with an outgoing nature. 3. Tassajara 

Brookhaven Louisa May Alcott (Ayers/Martz) A real cutie blenheim. Full head and muzzle with black 

pigment and large round dark eyes with a sweet almost cheeky look. A short coupled well made body and 



compact in outline. She has decent neck length and angles. Rich chestnut markings and happy in temperament. 

4. Almeara Steal My Kisses (Longobardi/Whitmire) Pretty headed with large dark eyes, good pigment and 

bite. Construction is good as is her movement and a decent coat which is rich in color. 

Novice Bitch (1) 

1. Benchmark Call Me (Hoorman) 2 year old blenheim with a pleasing head. She has large round dark eyes 

that give a feminine outlook, correct teeth and pigmentation and profuse ears that frame her face. Make and 

shape are good and her movement fluid. 

Bred By Exhibitor Bitch (3) 

1. Ch Brookhaven Darbie, JW (Ayers/Martz) Super tricolor of quality and type. Broad skull and correct 

muzzle, she has large round dark eyes with much appeal, black pigment and good teeth and tan markings. 

Pleasing construction and angles all round on ample bone. A short coupled level back and tail, she carries good 

substance and balanced in outline. Strikingly marked but currently short of coat. 2. Tidewater Dazzled By Luv 

(O’Brien) Correctly headed and muzzled blenheim. Pretty large round dark eyes. Good to go over and build on 

ideal bone and substance. Nice girl with tidy movement, just a little longer cast than 1. 3. Greentree Savannah 

Rose (Chenevert/Martz) Short coupled blenheim with a full head and shorter muzzle. Attractive round dark eyes 

and good ear set. A well marked coat and good topline, she moves ok but just a bit overweight right now. 

Junior American Bred Bitch (7) 

1. Chadwick Embrace (Eckersley) Very attractive blenheim with a lovely broad head of ideal proportions. 

Large round dark eyes giving a soft expression. Widthy muzzle and good filling under the eyes add to her 

appeal. Teeth and pigment are good. Beautifully constructed with moderate neck on a shapely frame, she has 

good front and rear quarters and moves so soundly with little effort, carrying a level topline and tail carriage. 

Short in coupling and well coated over substance and ample bone. Quality girl who I also considered in the 

challenge. 2. TruElegance Unbridled Passion (Cromer) Pleasant blenheim with an appealing head, a broad 

pretty face and muzzle containing large round dark eyes and good pigment. Short well constructed body of good 

proportions, she moves sound and correct with an ideal topline and tail. Also ideally marked with a fine coat in 

pleasing condition. 3. Forestcreek Pippa M (Mixon/Cline) Another pretty blenheim with a correct skull, 

muzzle and pigment. She has large round dark eyes and a richly colored heavier marked jacket. Moderate neck 

and nicely made, her movement is precise giving a likeable outline. 4. Granlaural I’m Just Sayin’ (Painter) 

Nice blenheim with big round eyes and feminine in expression. Well made frame, she moves well holding a 

level back and attractively marked coat. 

American Bred Bitch (8) 

1. Kean Juicy Couture, JW (Keane/Campbell) Liked this blenheim with a very feminine correctly 

proportioned head, large round dark eyes that are very expressive, muzzle with width and correct in length and 

great pigment. A moderate neck and short coupled body, good angles and pleasing outline with a well marked 

rich chestnut coat in smart condition. Head carried high, moving well with a super topline and tail carriage. 2. 

Forestcreek Piece Of My Heart (Cline) Another blenheim of quality. Attractive large round dark eyes set in a 

broad head and muzzle with ample fill under the eyes, black pigment and rich coloring ideally marked. She has 

pleasing construction with a moderate neck and short body. Moves true coming and going with a level topline 

and good attitude. 3. Ingold Whispered Secret (Pickett/Dalton) A smart blenheim with a pretty unexaggerated 

head, large round dark eyes which are soft looking and great pigmentation. Good neck and shoulders, shapely 

body and angled quarters. Moved freely carrying an attractive topline and coat of good color. 4. Lanmar 

Pometini (Hubbard/Beavers) Loved her overall type with appealing eyes, correct muzzled and full head with 

teeth and pigment ideal. A short neat body and decent angles with straight adequate bone and substance. 

Another in fine condition with good chestnut markings on a crisp white background, but unfortunately just 

would not perform. A pity. 

Special Limit Blenheim Bitch (5) 

1. Charnell Cosima (O’Brien) Rich colored with a beautiful broad head and lustrous big round dark eyes. 

Muzzle has width and her pigment and teeth are good. Firm well made body is short coupled with plenty of 

substance and ample bone. Well angulated all round and positive moving. Like her shape in profile helped by 

her showy and attentive temperament. 2. Gayhalo Mosaic (Ayers/Martz) Loved this girl’s outline and 

proportions. Short, neat body with decent bone. Full headed with big round eyes and a plush muzzle capped 

with correct ear set. Great construction, she moves so well with a true gait and ample stride. A moderate neck 



and level topline add to a neat pleasing outline. Just lacked a bit of confidence today which cost her the class. 3. 

Chesham A Minute Of Your Time, JW (Eckersley/Taub) Very likeable girl of super type. Pretty 

unexaggerated head and eyes, with ample ear fringing, gently tapering muzzle and gentle in expression. Has 

black pigment and correct teeth. Her neck flows neatly into good shoulders, a level back and decent rear 

angulation. Liked her outline and she moves correctly. Heavy marked but in tidy condition. Gave her handler a 

hard time. 4. Brymarden Over The Moon of Benchmark (Hoorman) Correct headed of moderate proportions 

and muzzle. Nice large round dark eyes and black pigmentation. She’s of good make and shape with angled 

quarters and level back. Just slightly longer cast. 

Special Limit Tricolor Bitch (4) 

1. Jayba Black Eyed Susan (Lander) Outstanding girl who demands attention. Very correct in head with large 

round dark eyes of appeal, black pigment, scissor bite and a correctly gently tapering muzzle. Completely 

unexaggerated with full ear fringes framing her face. She has well laid shoulders and nice turn of stifles that are 

well let down. Plenty of neck flows into an ideal topline, tail set and carriage. Very eye catching with her jet 

black and pearly white markings and rich tan. She moves accurately and true with reach in front and rear giving 

a balanced outline moving round. Wonderful shape standing and a temperament second to none, she gives 100% 

constantly wagging and alert, at one with her handler. Winners Bitch, Best in Show, Best Tricolor in Show, 

Best American Bred in Show, Best Bred By Exhibitor in Show Congratulations. 

2. Forestcreek Black Eyed Pea (Cline) Quality and of a lovely type different to 1. Very pretty with large round 

dark eyes, broad head and width of muzzle. Good construction with a short coupled body, moderate neck and 

really sound in movement. Pleasing angles and carries a good topline. In smart condition with rich tan markings, 

black coat of length and a balanced outline. 3. Blackfire Shows Class (Weidig/Kennedy) Feminine headed, 

correctly proportioned, nice eyes and pigment. Good make with a pleasant outline. Moderately angled and 

moves ideally with a level back. 4. Chadwick Pickety (Taub) Sweet headed 7 year old in fine condition. Pretty 

eyes, short body and decent neck. Rich tan markings and good bone. An attractive almost square outline, she 

looks so good for her age. 

Special Limit Ruby Bitch (1) 

1. Cruisin De Lil Mermaid (Rackler) 5 and a half month old, full headed for age and muzzle with plenty of fill. 

Dark round eyes and pigment. Construction OK with a cobby body and moderate neck, sound moving and rich 

color but very much a baby. 

Special Limit Black & Tan Bitch (2) 

1. Pied Piper Queen of Clubs (Saban) Nicely headed with large round dark eyes and decent pigment. Her 

construction is ok with a moderate neck, good shoulders and a short level back. Nicely angled, she moves well. 

Rich tan markings and quality black coat and topped with a pleasing temperament. Best Black & Tan Bitch 2. 

Cruisin Minnie Mouse (Rackler) Close up to 1. Slightly fuller head with a sweet face and large round dark 

eyes. Well angled all through and a decent mover with a level back and tail. Just a bit longer than 1
st
. 

Open Bitch (4) 

1. Ch Mimric Marilyn Moonroe, JW (Hodges/Perkins) Gorgeous type blenheim with a beautiful head 

containing lustrous big round dark eyes, black pigment and correct teeth. Muzzle of moderate length and 

generous ear fringes complete her very attractive look. Nicely constructed with good lay of shoulders, moderate 

neck and short coupled. Moves smartly with a pleasing shape, put down in beautiful condition. Strongly 

considered in the challenge. 2. Pinecrest Dixie Melody (Eubank) Pretty type tricolor with large round dark eyes 

giving a soft look. Full headed and feminine, ear set, pigment and tan are all ok. She has a short coupled body 

and well angulated front and rear. Good neck and level topline, moves out well and gives a lovely outline. Coat 

of good length in smart condition. 3. Ch Miletree Casiopia, JW (Pickett) Blenheim of quality. Broad head and 

ideal muzzle. Large round dark appealing eyes, black pigment and nice bite. She is built so well with a moderate 

neck, great shoulder placement, short back and angled rear. Firm and correct movement covering the ground 

with ease carrying a great topline and tail carriage. Lacking animation on the day but could easily change places 

with 1 and 2 on occasion. 4. Blackfire Trifecta (Weidig/Kennedy) No comments given. 

Senior Open Bitch  

1. Avia Referee’s Call (Marler) Such a pretty blenheim with dark round eyes and good teeth. An open attractive 

expression. She is ok in construction with moderate neck and tidy outline. She has a short body, good topline 

and tail set. 2. Burrlane Ruby Slippers (Maxwell) Correctly headed 8 ½ year old ruby with large eyes and nice 



expression. She is ok in make and shape and moves nicely and held a level topline and well carried tail. She is a 

rich color and has a perky nature. 

Veteran Dog (2) 

1. Starwind Magic Moment (Kates) 11 year old tricolor with a nice head and large round eyes. Very good 

construction with moderate neck, good angles and firm body. As a result he moves well with reach in front and 

rear. Holds a level topline on his compact body which is well marked. Really pleasant temperament also. 2. 

Chadwick Star Spangle Banner (Taub/Eckersley) 9 year old blenheim with a correct head and muzzle. 

Expressive large round dark eyes and a good bite. He carries good substance on a short coupled body. His 

movement is ok. 

Veteran Bitch (4) 

1. Ch Chadwick Bewitched at Blackfire (Kennedy/Weidig) So attractive blenheim with a broad pretty head 

and muzzle with width and fill under large round sweet eyes. Decent construction, short coupled, moderate neck 

and nicely marked. With a level topline and tail set, she moves firmly, positively and freely for her age. She is in 

super condition and has a spritely attitude. Best Veteran in Show 

2. Avia Referee’s Call (Marler) See 1
st
 in Senior Open Bitch. 3. Grantilley Tickled Pink (Cromer) Exuberant 

blenheim in her 7
th
 year. Pleasant head and eyes, muzzle and ears. She is ok in construction and moves 

adequately. She has a well marked body and level back. A very showy girl with affectionate temperament. 4. 

Burrlane Ruby Slippers (Maxwell) See 2
nd

 in Senior Open Bitch. 


